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CHAPTER V

Implementation and Testing

5.1 Implementation

5.1.1 Main Program

This project will run TampilanAwal.java as the first 

interface. User can type the equation in the blank field, from rank 2 

to rank 4. After press the button OK, the program will execute the 

equation with 3 algorithm, and produce some coordinates then will 

be save in tree as data structure.

Picture 5.1 : Main Program.

5.1.2 Algorithm

3 algorithm will run simultaneously. Each algorithm have 

several methods. The methods will calculate the equation to 

produce the coordinates. Each coordinates consist of x, y, and the 

algorithm. Type of algorithm in code is String, x and y are float. 

And will become a graph in integer, because pixels cannot receive 

float number.
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Picture 5.2 Algorithm : Bisection

Picture 5.3 Algorithm : Secant
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Picture 5.4 Algorithm : Newton

5.1.3 Choose the Graph

From TampilanAwal.java, user will see several choice 

(radiobutton). User choose one of them, then can see the graph 

accordance with the choice. Every choice have action to find the 

coordinates in tree.

Picture 5.5 : pilihan.java
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5.1.4 Applet

The graph will appear in applet (java in web base). Applet 

made by manual code. This is no action between applet and 

algorithm which is choosen by user. When user choose the 

algorithm in pilihan.java (radiobutton), there is an action. Action to 

find the coordinates in tree. When the coordinates found, it will be 

shown beside the interface, means in terminal. To create a graph, 

use manual code. Insert the coordinates,of course in integer to 

Coba7.java. And will be processing in applet (Coba7.html)

Picture 5.6 : Coba7.java

Here is some code to call the applet in Coba7.html :

<applet width=500 height=500 code="Coba7.class"> </applet>
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5.2 Testing

5.2.1 Form Input

Picture 5.7 Form Input 

5.2.2 Choose the Algorithm

Picture 5.8 Result in Coordinates 
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5.2.3 Applet

Picture 5.9 Example for Graph in Applet
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